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nation? Is the price to be raid fot intelleetual modernity-with its high
degree ofpolieyrelevaneeand utilization-always seientifiemedoiocrity?

C onclusions

In order to answer this question, we have to look at two different
kinds of relationships onee more. One is the intricate eonnection
between changes in soeietal development and the nature of social science
research. We cannot start from the naive assumption that the pressing
social and economic problems in any society are hut the raw material to
which an enlightened sodal scienee hag but to address itself in order to
come forth with solutions. Rather, the interplay between themes,
eonceptual and methodological tools of inquiry, and the problems
which underlie them, is a subtle and complex Olle,mediated through the
institutionalised farms which social science research hag achieved in a

particular time and place. There can be no doubt that in the 1930s a
whole gaut of pressing sodal and economic problems were highly
visible. There ean also be no doubt that they were taken up and
addressed by social science research, hut this response still occurred in
an institutionally unmediated way, the pre-insHtutionalization stage of
policy relevance.Therefore, a maj or part of the answers lay in the search
about the feasibility, efficiency, or rationality of nationalisation-for
example, about ways how to address the problems of a falte ring market
economyfullyexposed to theforces oftheworld market. Ouo Neurath's
vision of sodal engineering was about the proper strategies of coping in
a rationalistic way with lift, and atout means and ways what would
enable popular participation in scientifically derived coping strategies.
The MarienthaI study, although suggested by Ouo Bauer as a theme,
was not commissioned by any ministry or party functionary. Rather, it
arose out of the enthusiasm of engaged researchers who wanted to effect
change by making visible the invisible. Itcontains a codification of
proposed principles foTsimilar studies in which the authors laid down
their proposals on what kind of data should be collected according to
what prineiples; it is about the research strategy to be followed in the
future.

We have examined a context in which the mediating structures of
policy making andreserch oriented towards it were Jet to be created.
The sense of urgency and commitment, the premonitions and historical
awareness which are so apparent in the werks ofthat time,derives from
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their spanning the whole gamut from past to future, in which the present
is simply a strategie place from which to influence the future. By
contrast, present policy-research orten lacks past and future orientation.
It is fitted into an existing and well-functioning institutional framework,
in which the future hag beeil subsumed under the present. Its success,
measured in its impact on policy making, derives partly flom the
monopoly a technocratic elite was ahle to establish worldwide on 'its'
knowledge and to control its empirical basis; hut partly it is also a
function of the ability to de-politicise problems by turning them into
technical Olles,which are by definition open to expert advice only. The
uniqueness of the Austrian post-1945 institutional innovation lies in the
fact thai it acknowledged thai objective advice is impossible in
politically sensitive areas, and of incorporating bipartisan advice in a
carefully balanced system ofpolitical negotiations. The successofsuch a
stretegy hinges, however, upon the prior consensus over which political
questions are to be transformed into technicaiones, and the maintenance
of thai consensus.

The other kind of relations hip to be examined once more is tbe link
between the national and the international dimension. When 1empha-
sized the truly international. scope of the Austrian contributions in the
1930s,ibis is more than a nostalgic nod. Rather, we have to ask how the
affinity to the movement of ideas, themes, and tendencies, which also
occurred elsewhere, came about and what were the mechanisms through
which the maiD proponents look their stand in an international debate.
Under the hegemony of American social science and empirical research
after World War 11, reinforcedthrough the advance of computers, a
certain pseudo-universaliStlc tendency was to spread; it was widely
believed thai the methods of applied social' science research would
provide the kind of neutral tools thai could be pul to use anywhere~
analogous to the myth about the neutrality of technology. In the
technocratic conception of social research, national differences are
reduced to insignificant variations in a world system thai claims to be
neutral and universal in applicability. This myth was sustained in limes
of economic growth and affluence when many nations underwent a push
towards modernising their elites and decision-making procedures and
were ahle to afford the luxury of importing institutions from abroad
thai promised to contain the latest advance in scientific methodology. In
limes of economic recession, however, the supposed universality and
neutrality of technocratic knowledge is undergoing a severe .test. The
problems with which many national economies are confronted-
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including their socialconsequences-are how to maintain their advantage
in a world eeonomy. If all knowledge to do so would be readily available
in a kind of big data bank, ready to be retrieved by whoever wanted to,
everyone would be sueeessful! This is blatantly not the ease.

We ean therefore assume thai national differences in style and
eontent of socia! inquiry are in the aseendanee onee more. Eeonomic
and soeial problems put on a national face, whieh is only reinforeed
through international dependeneies. Ifthe eeonomic recession eontinued,
social research will become more redireeted again towards the peeuliari-
lies of its national problems and also reaetivate national cultural
traditions of inquiry. The slow hut pereeptible deeline of American
sociology, für instanee, hag not only to do with its waning hegemony in
the world order. In limes of erisis, the Zeitgeist also geLsrestless and
moves on, hovering hefe and there in order to materialise in unexpeeted
and peripheral plaees, provided-and this is a diffieult eondition to
meet-that loeal historicity is bound up again in the fight kind of
mixture with global developments.

Thus, true universalism-as distinet from pseudo-universalism which
only masks the hegemony of a particular national tradition or of a
particular group, even if it is spread internationally, is by definition not
only pluralistie, hut even more important, ean only be achieved when
beingeonstantly reinvigorated and infused with eultural diversity. While
any loeal or national scientific culture is always in danger offalling into
sheer provincialism or obscurantism when it missed to check itself
against international standards, the conditions of universalism are
mueh more diffieult to meet. They presuppose thai eultural diversity is
both creative tram its loeal origins and open to be integrated into a
global development whieh does not negate diversity. Scienee hag
eontained this duality all along and we are challenged onee more to pUL
it to ereative üBe;tor the benefit of loeal scienee and für the benefit of
universal seienee alike.

. Notes

1. OUo Neurathfoundedin 1924 in Viennathe'Gesellschafts-und Wirtschaftsmuseum,'

which he called an 'adult education institute for social enlightenment'. During his exile in
the Netherlands, he initiated the International Foundation for the Promotion of Visual

Education by the Vienna-Method and the Mundaneum Institute on The Hague.
2. Leon Trotsky, who spent 7 prewar years in Vienna, looked the prominent Austro-

Marxists over and commented 'In the old imperial, hierarchie, vain and futile Vienna, the
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academic Marxists would refer to each ether with a sort of sensous delight as "Herr
Doktor".' He went on 'they were knowledgeable, but provincial, philistine, chauvinistic. . . .

These people prided themselves on being realistic and on being businesslike ...but despite
their ambition, they were possessed of a 'ridiculous mandarin attitude'.

3. According to Bemard Marin, in the beginning of the 1970s, two-thirds of all
economic and social scientists in Austria were either conservative in their. political
affiliation or considered themselves to be 'apolitical'.
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